changing the course of 1000 days
LEARNING TIME

**yellow**

**Part 1: The Colour Yellow**

1. Show the colour yellow on your screen. Ask the children, “Does anyone know what colour this is?” Encourage your students to shout out the answer with excitement.

2. Ask the students, “Can anybody tell me what food do you eat that is yellow?

Here are some answers to look out for: corn, banana, cornflakes, egg yolk, cheese, pasta, yellow pepper, gum squash, pineapple, lemon, butter, sweets.

**Part 2: Red + Yellow = Orange**

3. Tell the children that, “Today we are going to do a science experiment. We are going to use the colour red and yellow to make a new colour.

If you are confident that your students know which colour orange is, don’t tell them what colour they are making. See if they can figure it out whilst they are mixing their paint.

Optional:

4. The colour we are making is ORANGE!”